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Yet another and larger piece of exactly similar basaltic scoria is
from Bir Fadhil. It weighs 207 grams and measures roughly
9x5x5 cm. It is not clear whether this was claimed as a
* walking stone ' or whether it is merely ' the kind that do walk/
but it is interesting to find in an earlier collection sent by Mr.
Philby two pieces of reddish-brown basaltic scoria from Harra
Kishb near Taif (B.M., 1931, 430, 1) of which * the tracks for
about fifty yards were seen by H.H. Amir 'Abdullah.3
The explanation of how the belief in ' walking stones ? arose
must be left to others, and to this problem may be added another.
How do the fragments of basaltic scoria come to the desert ?
The Arabs say that pieces like the stone from Bir Fadhil are
occasionally found on the surface of the sands. As we have seen,
the party did find another one at Tuwairifa.
The identification of the stones as basaltic scoria was confirmed
by means of a complete quantitative chemical analysis made by
Mr. M. H. Hey. The composition agrees fairly well with some
kinds of basaltic lavas (nepheline-basanite).
In addition to the two pieces of scoria, two other fragments of
basalt were found, one at 'Uj and the other at Umm al Hadid,
both far removed from the e walking stones.' They are typical
basalts: the former glassy, very vesicular and closely resembling
the€ walking stone' of Tuwairifa; the other is a well-crystallised
olivine-basalt, an angular fragment, somewhat vesicular, not at
all water-worn but polished by wind action.
These two pieces of basalt and the * walking stones ' of basaltic
scoria were found at intervals along 150 miles of Mr. Philby's
route. Although found in the district of the gravel plains, no
others were found among the gravel pebbles and it is most un-
likely that they are water-borne. The nearest volcanic area is in
the neighbourhood of Turaba, east of Taif, 600 miles away. There
is no hint of any undiscovered volcano in the Hubc al Khali, and
the basalts seem quite out of place in this part of the desert.1 The
only probable explanation seems to be that stones of this kind
have been carried and dropped by passing Arabs, and some sup-
port for this idea may be found in the information given to Mr.
Philby that the powder of such stones is used by the Badawin as a
medicine for the eyes,
(d). The sands.
The sands of the Eube al Khali are very uniform in character
and call for little comment; they consist almost entirely of quartz,
1 Two other pieces of basalt were collected on an earlier trip at 'Ashaira
near Taif.

